
 

Concurrent Technologies and TR G4x/msd Achieves VMware 
Ready™ Status 

Concurrent Technologies, today announced that its TR G4x/msd 3U VPX rugged server board has 
achieved VMware Ready™ status. 

This designation indicates that after a detailed validation process TR G4x/msd has achieved 
VMware’s highest level of endorsement and is supported on VMware vSphere Hypervisor (ESXi) 
6.7 for production environments. 

“We are pleased that Concurrent Technologies TR G4x/msd qualifies for the VMware Ready™ logo, 
signifying to customers that it has met specific VMware interoperability standards and works 
effectively with VMware cloud infrastructure. This signifies to customers that TR G4x/msd can be 
deployed in production environments with confidence and can speed time to value within customer 
environments.” said Kristen Edwards, director, Technology Alliance Partner Program, VMware. 

By using Concurrent Technologies TR G4x/msd with vSphere Hypervisor (ESXi) 6.7, organizations 
can benefit from workload consolidation to create higher performance mission control systems 
within the same physical enclosure. This delivers on the premise of improving on the Size, Weight 
and Power (SWaP) metric that is so important for rugged solutions. 

Jane Annear, Managing Director of Concurrent Technologies commented: “We have been working 
hard to provide highly rugged solutions that are capable of running the same software environment 
as that widely used in data centers. We have a number of key customers adopting VMware vSphere 
Hypervisor (ESXi) 6.7 and we now have the necessary certification to enable them to deploy their 
solutions.” 

The VMware Ready program is a co-branding benefit of the Technology Alliance Partner (TAP) 
program that makes it easy for customers to identify partner products certified to work with 
VMware cloud infrastructure. Customers can use these products and solutions to lower project 
risks and realize cost savings over custom built solutions.  With thousands of members worldwide, 
the VMware TAP program includes best-of-breed technology partners with the shared 
commitment to bring the best expertise and business solution for each unique customer need. 

Concurrent Technologies TR G4x/msd can be found within the online VMware Solution Exchange 
(VSX) here. The VMware Solution Exchange is an online marketplace where VMware partners and 
developers can publish rich marketing content and downloadable software for our customers. 
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About TR G4x/msd 

It is optimized for rugged server applications which need excellent processing, memory and 
storage capabilities in a single 3U VPX slot with multiple 10 Gigabit and Gigabit Ethernet ports. TR 
G4x/msd is targeted towards long life-cycle rugged server applications across a range of military, 
aerospace, transportation and test markets. 
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